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Date: 5 December 2012 
 

Chair:  Aileen OConnor, HRDS  

Attendees: HRDS – Mary Baxter, 
Jessica Gregory, Alice 
Mooney 
 
Airtricity – Siobhan Melvin, 
Fiona Hannon, Seana 
Browne 
 
Energia – Paul McCormick 
 
Electric Ireland – Sean 
Doolin, Tom Shiels, John 
Fitzgerald 
 
BGE – Joseph O’Dowd, 
Steve Schooling 
 
Gemserv – Niemesh Amin 
 

ESBN – Carmel O’Connor, John 
Gallagher 
 
NIE – Nigel Wray, Joan-Edel 
Smith 
 
Power NI – Graeme Hunter 
 
CER – Seán mac an Bhaird, 
Adrienne Costello 
 
Firmus Energy – Kate Allen, 
Ashleigh Barr, Linda Miller 
 
Eirgrid: John O’Dea 
 

Apologies:   

Version Number 2.0 

Changes Made Slight adjustment to name of one attendee.  
Addition of “that was omitted from the IGG Meeting” to Airtricity 
update under AOB 

 
 
Slides of the meeting are issued separately  
 
 

Agenda: 

1.   Approval of Minutes Aileen OConnor, HRDS 

2.  HSG Meeting Feedback 
Aileen OConnor, HRDS, Seán mac 

an Bhaird, CER 

3.  TIBCO Hub Issues 
Carmel O’Connor, ESBN, Nigel 

Wray, NIE 

4.  Market Design Update 
Aileen OConnor, Jessica Gregory 

HRDS 

5.  HWG To-Do List Review AileenO Connor, HRDS 

6.  AOB & Closing Aileen OConnor, HRDS 

 
 
 

1.  Approval of Minutes 

 Minutes from HWG Meeting – 31 October 2012 
 
Approved.    
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2.  HSG Meeting Feedback 

 A O’Connor and S mac an Bhaird presented the HSG Meeting Feedback. 
 
No MCRs were formally approved by HSG.   
 
Review of HSG actions  – Terms of reference to be sent out on 6

th
 December.   

 
RoI Harmonisation - Update was provided to HSG by B Turley.  There are a small number of 
reported outbound messages to Suppliers going astray.  A reconciliation exercise is being 
worked on closely with Northgate to rectify the problem.  Northgate and ESBN Business 
Service Centre are working together to ensure that daily support is being managed correctly. 

 
 

3.  TIBCO HUB Issues 

 C O’Connor and N Wray presented the TIBCO Hub Issues Update. 
 
C O’Connor detailed the history to date of the current issues. She indicated that all resources 
were being directed to solving the problem, but that there was currently no timeline available.  
N Wray said that NIE had cleared its backlog on 26

th
 November, and that no further issues had 

arisen.  G Hunter stated that 900 341 messages were still missing, and that NIE were asking 
for the MPRNs to be sent.  He stated that Power NI had sent an email with this information 
yesterday.  J Fitzgerald, stated that Electric Ireland had in excess of 1,200 MPRNs missing.  
He added that while there was constant communication from ESBN in ROI, that was not the 
case in NI.  N Wray replied that the messages were to have been resent that day.  He added 
that not much feedback had been received from Suppliers.  J Fitzgerald commented that he 
had been contacting Northgate since 27

th
 November, with no response.  He conceded that the 

situation had moved on but that a faster response was required from Northgate.   
 
S Melvin stated that the Northgate email address published by CDA was incorrect and that 
correct contact details were required.  She added that duplicate messages were a concern for 
Airtricity, this was causing complaints from customers, and she suggested that a joint NI/ROI 
update should go out to all parties involved, detailing all the issues.  N Wray responded that a 
separate issue had arisen concerning duplicates and that this had been communicated to the 
Market.  S Melvin responded that the communication was received days later and that the 
issue should have been brought to light earlier.  N Wray replied that NIE had wanted to 
complete their analysis first.  S Melvin stated that Suppliers were receiving information in bits 
and pieces and that they wanted more consistent communications.  N Wray responded that he 
would take the matter away for consideration.  
 
S Doolin stated that the problems appeared systemic and that Suppliers required daily updates 
on progress.  He suggested  that NIE should take a more active role in dealing with Suppliers. 
He remarked that today’s forum appeared to be the first time that NIE had become aware of 
some of these issues.  He added that there should be daily updates to Suppliers and that it 
should not be left up to the Suppliers to inform NIE of any issues.  He went on to add that 
resolution of the  problems requires rigorous planning and that NIE should communicate a plan 
of action to Participants in a proactive manner.  N Wray responded that the Tibco issues only 
resulted in problems with the 341 messages and he confirmed that these messages were all 
now resent.  He further added that only one Supplier was affected.  G Hunter enquired if there 
was a problem with the reconciliation.  He added that a Supplier may not be aware of an issue 
until receipt of a customer complaint.  N Wray responded that he would clarify the situation 
regarding the 341s.  S Melvin commented that Airtricity was missing a number of 105 and 320 
messages.  G Hunter indicated that Power NI was missing some messages for keypad 
customers. N Wray responded that he would investigate and endeavour to resolve these 
issues and that he would also would look into NIE’s communications to Suppliers. 
 
S Doolin asked N Wray if he was happy that the reconciliation is accurate and N Wray 
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indicated that he needed to follow-up on this.  J Gregory suggested that a checklist of issues 
found so far should be compiled and the information shared between both ROI and NI, to 
facilitate quicker issue identification and resolution in both jurisdictions.  The likelihood of the 
same issues occurring in both jurisdictions was high, due to common technology.  N Wray 
replied that the issue would be taken up with Northgate, but that although there was an issue 
with 341s, generally the interruptions had no impact on NI Suppliers.  J Fitzgerald replied that 
the issues have had a major impact on Electric Ireland.  P McCormick stated that there 
appeared to be some messages which had escaped reconciliation, and he asked whether it 
would be possible to have a reporting system to catch these issues.  N Wray replied that 
reconciliation took place every day, and if there were differences, messages would be resent.  
P McCormick said that after the server was shut down, 332 messages came out that were two 
months old.  J O’Dea mentioned that formatting errors had occurred, that messages were 
issued containing headers but no message content.  G Hunter mentioned that the processing 
carried out on the weekend of November 24

th
 sent messages over two months old i.e. missing 

since before Harmonisation and that no one was aware they were missing. 
 
New Action – NIE to look at communications process and how it can be improved.   
 
S mac an Bhaird stated that the HSG had requested a joint update from NIE and ESBN on the 
current state of play, actions to be taken etc., on 19th December.  N Wray replied that 
Northgate was satisfied that the system was stable and it was continuing to monitor the 
situation.  J Fitzgerald asked when a full reconciliation will be completed.  N Wray responded 
that it would probably take another week and that NIE would issue a communication by end of 
this week.   
 
S Melvin referred again to the issue of duplicate messages and made reference to a 
spreadsheet list of 242 010 messages where duplicates had occurred.  She stated that a full 
list of duplicates was needed.   N Wray reiterated that the issue of duplicate messages was 
separate to the main problems being currently dealt with.  He explained that it had occurred 
due to a flag in Tibco not being ticked and a fix to stop the duplicates occurring was put in 
place on 1st November.  He added that on the list there were two MPRNs that needed to be 
monitored.  He confirmed that NIE now had a full list of duplicate messages.  S Melvin added 
that assessments needed to be performed because it was unclear for example whether a 332 
message would work where there were a number of rejections.  She added that if any of the 
COS transactions involved needed to be cancelled NIE should effect the cancellation.  
Suppliers should not be required to request the cancellation.  
 
F Hannon asked how the duplication issue was detected, and N Wray replied that a CoS that 
should not have progressed went on to complete.  F Hannon suggested that in future a 
retrospective check should be carried out to detect this issue. 
 
John Gallagher assured Participants that the current issues with Tibco were being afforded the 
highest priority and that everything possible was being done to get to the root cause of the 
problem. 

  
 

4.  Market Design Update 

  A O’Connor and J Gregory presented the Market Design Update. 
 
MCR1111 Automated Debt Flagging Solution v3.0 – Approval Requested 
 
Re-version includes impacted Market Messages and change also required to NI Webforms for 
Code Value Description. 
 
MCR 1111 Approved. 
 
DR1120 Change to MPD 33 Cos Single Point Unmetered v1.0 – Classification as RoI 
Specific Requested 
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4.  Market Design Update 

 
Classified as RoI specific. 
 
Market Release 2013 
 
J Gregory presented an update covering the MCR prioritisation process and Supplier rankings, 
the cutover date and release content and next steps.   
 
Release Date – 19

th
 – 20

th
 October 2013.  Based on the recent experience with Harmonisation 

Go-live, a contingency release date was requested and 2
nd

 – 3
rd

 November 2013 has been 
agreed for this.  J Gregory stressed that the putting in place of a contingency date did not imply 
that project slippage would be encouraged.  Rather, a decision to move the cutover to this date 
will only be taken if difficulties arise during the October delivery window.  MPs are asked to 
keep the specified weekend free of system activities in order to facilitate contingency if 
required.  
  
Release Content - Subject to Regulatory approval, the 2013 release will implement: 

 
� MCR 1111 - Automated Debt Flagging Solution 
� MCR 1122 - Introduction of Flag into the Market Design to identify Sites with Essential 

Plant 
 
The decision to implement these MCRs was based on Supplier Rankings and the effort 
required to deliver the ranked MCRs. 
 
Next Steps – These include determining and communicating to Participants a date for the 
issue of the Schema and the development of Assurance and Development plans.  The cutover 
plan will issue at a later date, still to be determined. 
 
S Melvin asked whether sample market messages would be included with the Schema, to 
ensure that it is being interpreted correctly by Participants.  J Gregory replied that it was 
possible that the messages involved may not be fully developed if the Schema is to be issued 
significantly earlier than three months before cutover i.e. three months before IPT.  The focus 
at that point would be on the Schema itself and the elements changed, to ensure that it was 
accurate.  A OConnor enquired whether it would be preferable to receive the Schema later in 
that case, and S Melvin replied that this would have to be checked, but that there was a risk 
involved in getting the Schema without the sample messages.  J Gregory responded that the 
blueprint in the Schema should be complete, and that the messages might be more relevant to 
IPT testing at a later date.  She requested that Participants review the release content and date 
and forward any feedback to HRDS by 21

st
 December.  

 
New Action – 2013 Release: Participants to forward feedback on content and date by 
21st December. 

 
 

5.  HWG Action Items Review 
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5.  HWG Action Items Review 

  A OConnor presented the HWG Action Items Review. 
 
060 – Confirm single Supplier-side TIBCO instance and single Market Hub for the 
Harmonised Market 
 
Costings are currently being finalised - this action to be left open.   
 
099 – Market release: Feedback requested from MPs on date for 2013 release 
 
This action to be closed. 
 
100 – Market Release: List of prioritised MCRs to be returned to HRDS  
 
This action to be closed. 

 
 
 
 

6.  AOB & Closing 

  S Melvin gave an update from Airtricity that was omitted from the IGG Meeting regarding an 
RoI Jurisdictional issue concerning the Working Practice for Essential Plant. She stated that 
the Airtricity legal team had confirmed dissatisfaction with the wording of the letter on 
disconnection of Essential Plant, and A OConnor indicated that this should be raised with 
RMDS.  
 
Next Steps  
 
Next HWG Meeting:  

 
13th February 2013 – Dublin 

 


